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Oh Christmas Tree Runner 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials 

 

 

 

The exact lengths of fabric needed will depend on how big you want to make your runner.  For the one shown 

above (dimensions), you’ll need approximately: 

 

0.5m Green fabric 

0.5m Cream fabric 

1m Red fabric 

 

You’ll also need fabric for backing and binding.  I used a piece of plain red [dimensions], and about another 

0.5m of Cream. 
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Tools 

 

 

Cutting board 

Rotary cutter 

Quilting ruler 

Sewing machine 

Thread to match your fabrics – I used cream for piecing and red for quilting 

Your favourite fabric marker.  I use Frixion pens, which iron off. 

 

 

Planning 

 

The runner is made up of a number of cream and green Christmas tree panels, joined together with red 

sashing.  You can make these trees to any dimension, depending on your fabric and home requirements!   

 

For each panel cut: 

3 cream squares  

3 green squares 

 

My squares had 5 ½ inch sides 

 

For sashing cut: 

2 ½ inch strips of red fabric 

 

Again, adjust the width of your sashing to suit your squares. 

 

For binding cut: 

3 inch strips of cream fabric.  I cut on the straight of the grain, rather than the bias. 
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Construction 

 

The tree is made of half square triangles.   

 

1. Put a green triangle and a cream triangle together, right sides facing.  Draw a line diagonally corner to 

corner. 

 

 

 

In the picture, the dashed line is the one you draw.  The solid lines are the ones you sew.  These should each 

be ¼ of an inch from the centre line.  If you’re me and have issues with sewing straight lines, it can help to use 

your quilting ruler to draw these in as well. 

 

Sew down each of the solid lines.  Repeat this for the other 2 sets of squares.   

 

2. Cut along the centre (dashed) line.  When you fold the right sides out again, you’ll have a half green, 

half cream square.  Magic! 

 

 

 

Press the seam to one side.  You’ll have some little ‘ears’ poking out from your square – just trim them off. 

 

Altogether, you should have 6 half-and-half squares. 
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3. Arrange the squares into pairs, with green sides matching to make green triangles. 

 

 

Sew each pair together, then sew all three pairs together and voila!  One Christmas tree. 

 

4. For the sashing, cut pieces of your red fabric as long as your tree is tall.  Sew one of these to either side 

of your tree. 

 

 

5. To make a longer runner, keep adding trees and sashing until it is the length you want.  To finish the 

top, cut 2 pieces of sashing to the length of your runner (you might have to sew a couple of pieces 

together to get it long enough). 

 

 

 

Sew them to the top and bottom. 
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Finishing 

 

Cut a piece of wadding to about 1 inch bigger all round than your runner.  If you don’t have quilt wadding, you 

could use a couple of pieces of thick interfacing, or even thick fabric.  Just something to give your runner a bit 

of depth.  

 

For the backing, I cut a piece of solid red fabric to 2 inches bigger than the runner.  You don’t have to cut the 

wadding and backing this big, but I like to be safe! 

 

 

 

Pin all layers together so that they can’t move around.  Bent quilting pins are ideal for this, but you can use 

normal pins or even sew long stitches through all layers just to make sure things don’t shift too much as you 

put them through your machine. 

 

Now it’s time to quilt!  I just outlined each panel with straight stitches, which was enough to hold things 

together, but not enough to look really ‘quilted’.  You could outline the trees, follow the pattern on your 

fabric, or just go mad with some free motion quilting. 

 

Once you’re happy, trim the excess wadding and backing so that all the edges match up.  You’re now ready to 

bind using your favourite method – I follow the tutorial at http://www.ohfransson.com. 

 

Ta da! 

 

Place, admire and enjoy! 

 

 
 

 


